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To approach the problem of parties, party building and the neces
sity of the revolutionary vanguard party, is to point to the peculiarities
of a socialist revolution (or if you do not like the word "revolution," a
socialist transformation of bourgeois society). The socialist revolu
tion is going to be the first revolution in the history of mankind which
tries to reshape society in a conscious way according to a plan. It does
not go into all the details of course, which depend on concrete condi
tions and on the changing material infrastructure of society. But at
the very least it is based on a plan of what a classless society has to be
and how you can get there. It is also the first revolution in history
which needs a high level of activity and of self organization of the
whole toiling population, that is to say, the overwhelming majority
of men and women in society. It is from these two key features of a
socialist revolution that you can immediately draw a series of con
clusions.

You cannot have a spontaneous socialist revolution. You cannot
make a socialist revolution without really trying. And you cannot have
a socialist revolution commandeered from the top, ordered around
by some omniscient leader or group of leaders. You need both ingre
dients in a socialist revolution: the highest level of consciousness
possible, and the highest level of self-organization and self-activity
by. the broadest possible segment of the population. All the problems
of the relations between a vanguard organization and the masses stem
from that basic contradiction.

If we look at the real 'world, the real development in bourgeois
society for the last hundred and fifty years (more or less since the
origin of the modern labor movement), we again see this striking
contradiction. It helps us overcome one of the main disputes about the
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working class and the labor movement which has been going on a long
time, and which is right in the middle of the political debate today.
Is the working class an instrument for revolutionary social change?
Is the working class integrated in bourgeois society? What has been
its real role for the last hundred and fifty years? What does the his
torical balance sheet tell us about these questions?

The only conclusion you can draw from the real historical move-
ment is that by and large, in day-to-day life, what Lenin called trade
union consciousness dominates the working class. 1 would call it ele
mentary class consciousness of the working class. This does not lead
to permanent, day-to-day revolt against capitalism, but it is absolutely
essential and necessary, as Marx pointed out many times, for an anti
capitalist workers revolt to occur sometime. If the workers do not fight
for higher wages, if they do not fight for a shorter work day, if they
do not fight for, let us say it in a provocative way, day-to-day economic
issues, they become demoralized slaves. With demoralized slaves you are
never going to make a socialist revolution, or even to acquire elemen
tary class solidarity. So they have to fight for their immediate demands.
But the fight for these immediate demands does not lead them auto
matically and spontaneously to challenge the existence of bourgeois

society.
The other side of the story is also true. Periodically, the workers

do revolt against bourgeois society, not by a hundred, five hundred, or
a thousand, but by the millions. After all, the history of the 20th
century is the history of social revolutions. Anybody who denies that
should read the history books again, not to mention the newspapers.
Th~re' h~~"been hardly a single year since 1917, and in a certain sense
since 1905, without a revolution somewhere in the world in which the
workers participated in a rather important way. It is true that they did
not always constitute the majority of the revolution's combatants. But

. that is going to change because the working class has become a majority
in society in practically all the important countries of the world. So
periodically, the workers do revolt against bourgeois society, as the
statistics of the last twenty years in Europe attest. There was a real
workers challenge against the basic setup of capitalism in 1960-61 in
Belgium, in 1968 in France, in 1968-69 in Italy, in 1974-75 in Portugal,
partially in Spain in 1975-76. And what was going on in Poland in
1980-81, if not a challenge against capitalism, was certainly a challenge
for socialism. So this is a completely different picture from a permanently
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passive, integrated, bourgeoisiefied working class. More than 45 million
workers have actively participated in these struggles.

The conclusion you can draw from these characteristics is that you
have an uneven development of class activity and an uneven develop
ment of class consciousness in the working class. Workers do not strike
every day, they cannot do that the way they function in the capitalist
econ~my. T~e way they have to live by selling their labor power makes
that impossible .. They would starve if they would strike every day.
And they cert~lnly cannot make revolution. every day, every year,
or even e:ery five years, for economic, social, cultural, political, and
psych~loglcal reasons which I have no time to spell out. So you have
a c~cllcal devel~pment of class militancy I and class activity which is
partially ~etermined .by an inner logic. If you fight for many years
and the fIght ends WIth grave defeats, then you will not start fighting
at the same level or a higher level the year after the defeat. It will
take you some time to recuperate, it might be ten years, fifteen years,
or even twe~ty years. The opposite is also true. If you fight during
som~ years WIth successes, even medium successes, you get momentum
to fight on a broader and broader scale and on the higher and higher
lev~l. So we have this cyclical movement in the history of the inter
natIo~al cla~s struggle which we could describe in detail. Very closely
combined WIth that uneven development of class militancy is an uneven
devel~pment of .class consciousness, not necessarily a mechanical
func~lon of the first. You can have high levels of class activity with a
relatively low level of class consciousness. And the opposite is also
true. You can have relatively high levels of class consciousness with
a lo~er level of class militancy than one would. have expected. I am
talking, of course, about class consciousness of broad masses of
millions ~f people, not class consciousness of small vanguard layers,

Corning out of all these basic conceptual distinctions we can
conclude the necessity of a vanguard formation nearly immediately.
You n~ed a vanguard organization in order to overcome the dangerous
potential broug~t about by the uneven development of class militancy
and c.l~ss consciousness, If the workers would be at the highest point
of militancy and consciousness all the time, you would not need a
vanguard organization. But, unfortunately, they are not and cannot be
there under ca~italism. So you need a group of people who embody a
p~rmanently high level.of militancy and activity, and a permanently
high l~~el of class cons~lousness. After each wave of rising class struggle
and rISIng class consciousness, when a turning point arrives and the'
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actual activity of the masses declines, consciousness falls to a lower
level and activity falls to nearly zero. The first function of a revolu
tionary vanguard organization is to maintain the continuity of the
theoretical, programmatical, political and organizational acquisitions
of the previous phase of high class activity, and of high working class
consciousness. It serves as the permanent memory of the class and of
the labor movement, memory which is codified, one way or another,
in a program in which you can educate the new generation which then
does not need to start from scratch in its concrete way of intervention
in the class struggle. This first function, then, is to assure a continuity
of lessons drawn from accumulated historical experience, because
that is what a socialist program is: the sum total of the lessons drawn
from all the experiences of real class struggles, real revolutions, and
real counter-revolutions in the last hundred and fifty years. Very few
people can cope with that and nobody, absolutely nobody, can cope
with that alone. You need an organization, and given the world nature
of this experience, you need both a national and a worldwide organiza
tion to be able to constantly assess that sum total of historical and
current experience of class struggle and revolution, to enrich it by
new lessons coming out of new revolutions, to make it more and more
adequate to the needs of class struggles and revolutions going on right
at this time.

There is a second dimension. It is the organizational dimension,
which is really not solely organizational, but is, in reality, also political.
Here we come to that famous question of centralization. Revolutionary
Marxists stand for democratic centralism. But the word centralization
is not to be taken in the first place as an· organizational dimension,
and in no way whatsoever is it essentially an administrative one. It is
political. What does "centralization" mean? It means centralization of
experience, centralization of knowledge, centralization of conclusions
drawn out of actual militancy. Here again, we see a tremendous danger
for the working class and the labor movement if there is no such
centralization of experience: this is the danger of sectorialization and
fragmentation which does not enable anyone to draw adequate con
clusions for action.

If we have women militants engaged only in feminist struggles,
if we have youth militants engaged only in youth struggles, if we have
students engaged only in student struggles, if we have immigrant
workers engaged only in immigrant worker struggles, if we have op
pressed nationalities engaged only in oppressed nationalities' struggles,
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if we have unemployed engaged only in unemployed struggles, if we
have trade unionists engaged only in trade union struggles, if we have
unorganized, un-unionized, essentially unskilled workers, engaged
only in their own struggles, if we have political militants engaged only
in election campaigns or in the publication of newspapers, and if each
of them operates separately from each other, they operate only on the
basis of limited and fragmented experience and they cannot (for
basic, I would say, epistemological reasons) draw correct conclusions
from their own experience. They have fragmented struggles, frag
mented experience, fragmented partial consciousness. They only see
part of the whole picture. The conclusions which they come up with
will be, you can say a priori, at least partially wrong. They cannot have
an overall, total correct view of reality because they only see a frag-
mented part of that reality. .

The same thing is true, of course, from an international point of
view. If you concentrate only on eastern Europe, you have a partial
view of world reality. If you concentrate only on the underdeveloped,
semi-colonial, dependent countries, you have a partial view of world
reality. If you concentrate only on the imperialist countries you have a
partial view of world reality. Only if you bring together the experience
of the concrete struggles conducted by the real masses in the three
sectors of the world (which also are called the three sectors of the
world revolution), then you have an overall, correct view of world
reality. That is the big advantage of the Fourth International because
~t is an international organization, which has comrades actually fight
ing, not only theoretically analyzing, in all these three sectors of the
world, and it is c.oncretely related to the struggles in all these rhree
~ecto:s of· world revolution. This superiority is not due to the great
intelligence of leaders of the Fourth International. It is just due to that
elementary centralization of concrete experience of struggles on a
global scale, added to a correct historical program.

That is what centralization is all about. It means that, I would not
say the best because that is exaggerated, but at least good fighters in
the unions, good fighters among unskilled workers and the unem
ployed, good fighters among oppressed nationalities, good fighters
amongst women, youth, and students, good anti-imperialist fighters,
good fighters in all these sectors of actually militant, oppressed and
exploited people in each state and on a world scale, come together
to centralize their experiences in order to compare the lessons of their
struggles on a statewide and worldwide scale, draw relevant conclusions,
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examine and reexamine in a critical way at each stage their program
and their political line, in the light of the lessons to be drawn out of
all these experiences, in order to have an overall view of society, of
the world, of its dynamics and of our common socialist goal and how
to get there. That is what we call, in our jargon, a correct program,
a correct strategy, and correct tactics. Given the uneven development
of class consciousness, and the uneven and discontinuous level of class
activity, this cannot be done by the masses in their totality. To believe
otherwise is just a utopian and spontaneist daydream.

This can only be done by those people who claim for themse~ves

this terribly "elitist" merit of being active in a more permanent way,
in a more continuous way, than others. That is the only quality they
claim for themselves, but it is a quality which is proven in life. And
all those who do not have that quality also prove it in practice by
ceasing political activity. All those who do have that quality, however,
continue to fight even when the masses periodically stop fighting, do
not stop developing class consciousness when the masses do (anybody
who challenges this right challenges an elementary democratic and
human right), continue to elaborate politics and theory and constantly
attempt to intervene in society in a permanent and continuous way.
Out of that "merit," however modest and limited it is, grow a series
of concrete and practical qualities which then constitute the basis for
the justification of a vanguard 'organization.

As I said before, there is a real contradiction in the relationship
between a vanguard organization and the broader masses. There is a
real dialectical tension, if we can call it that, and we have to address
ourselves to that tension. First of all, I used the words "vanguard
organizations'trI" did not use the words "vanguard 'parties." This is a
conceptual distinction I introduce on purpose·. I do not believe in self
proclaimed 'parties. I do not believe in fifty people or a hundred people
standing in Market Square beating their breasts and saying, "We are
the vanguard party." Perhaps they are in their own consciousness,
but if the rest of society does not give a damn about them, they will be
shouting in that marketplace for a long time without this having any
result in practical life, or worse, they will try to impose their convic-
tions on an unreceptive mass through violence. A vanguard organiza
tion is something which is permanent. A vanguard party has to be con
structed, has to be built through a long process. One of the charac-
teristics of its existence is that it becomes recognized as such by at
least a substantial minority of the class itself. You cannot have a van
guard party which has no following in the class.
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A vanguard organization becomes a vanguard party when a signi
ficant minority of the real class, of the really existing workers, poor
peasants, revolutionary youth, revolutionary women, revolutionary
oppressed nationalities, recognizes it as their vanguard party, i.e.,
follows it in action. Whether that must be ten percent of fiften percent,
that does not matter, but it must be a real sector of the class. If it
does not exist, then you have no real party, you nave only the nucleus
of a future party. What will happen to that nucleus will be shown by
history. It remains an open question, not yet solved by history. You
need a permanent struggle to transform that vanguard organization into
a real revolutionary vanguard party rooted in the class, present in the
working class struggle, and accepted by at least a real fraction of the
real class as such..

Here we have to bring in another concept. I said before that the
class is not permanently active and permanently on a high level ·of
class consciousness. Now I have .to introduce a distinction. The mass
of the class is not, but the class is not homogeneous, not only because
there are individuals who are members of different political group
ings, at different levels of political awareness, under different influ
ences of bourgeois ideology, but also because it has a differentiation
going on within its own massive framework. There is a process of social
and of political differentiation going on in the real working class all
the time. There is a mass-vanguard distillation going on in the working
class during certain periods. Lenin wrote a lot about it; Trotsky wrote
a lot about it; Rosa Luxemburg, surprised as some of you may be,
wrote a lot about it. People who have the ambition of being active in
building revolutionary.organizations, as I am, can give you the names,
addresses and telephone numbers of these vanguard workers in their
own countries. It is not a mysterious question. It is a practical prob
lem. Who are these vanguard workers in Belgium, France, Italy, Spain,
Portugal, West Germany? They are those who are leading real strikes,
who are organizing trade union militant oppositions, who are prepar
ing mass demonstrations and mass struggles, who are differentiating
themselves from the traditional bureaucratic apparatus.

It is both a social differentiation and a political differentiation,
although one can discuss the exact weight of each element, which is
not identical in each situation. But the layers as such are very real. The
dimension of the layers are different in different periods. The "Revolu
tioniare Obleute," as they are called in Germany, of the trade unions
and the big factories of Berlin who were leading the November 1918
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revolution and building the Independent Socialist Party, who after
wards moved to the Communist Party when the left wing of the Inde
pendent Socialist Party fused with the Communist Party at the
Congress of Halle, were a very concrete layer in German society, not
only .In Berlin, but also in many of the industrial areas of the country.
Everybody knew them, they were not an unknown quantity. They
were tens and tens of thousands of people. If you look at the vanguard
of the German working class fifteen years later, say around 1930-33,
this layer had strongly decreased in number, but it was still there.

If you study Russia, you see the same thing. In 1905, everybody
knew these people. They were those who were leading the strikes,
the real mass struggles at rank and file levels against the Czar. They
were, in their majority, outside of social democracy before 1905,
tended to come to social democracy during the 1905-1906 revolu
tion, and again partially left the party (mensheviks as well as bolshe
viks) in the period of reaction. They reentered politics and grew on a
massive scale in 1912 and especially with the beginning of the February
1917 revolution, and then, the majority of them were absorbed by the
Bolshevik Party after April, 1917, after the Bolshevik party took a
straight and clear line for "All power to the Soviets," this is to say
for the dictatorship of the proletariat.

One can discuss whether the Bolsheviks became a vanguard party
in the true sense of the word in 1912-1913, or only in 1917. I would
tend to say that they became that in 1912-1913; otherwise it would
have been very difficult for them to grow as quickly as they did in the
spring of 1917. But that is just a point of historical analysis. The real
notion v is that of the fusion of real life between this vanguard layer
of the working class, the real leaders of real struggles of workers at
factory and neighborhood levels, of women's struggles, of youth
struggles, of national minority struggles and the political vanguard
organization. When that fusion has taken place, at least in part, you
have a real vanguard party, recognized as such by a significant minority
of the class. It will then become a majority probably only during the
revolutionary crisis itself, on the condition of following a correct
political line. If you do not have that fusion, you have only the nucleus
of a future vanguard party, you have a vanguard organization, which
is a precondition for that fusion at a later stage.

Then comes a third dimension: the self-organization of the class.
Self-organization of the class goes through different forms at different
stages of the class struggle. The most elementary self-organizations are
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trade unions. Then you have political mass parties at different levels
of consciousness, bourgeois labor parties, independent labor parties,
and revolutionary workers parties. Only under conditions of revolu
tionary crises do you have the highest level of self organization, this is
the Soviet ~ype of organization, which is to say workers' councils,
people's councils, call them what you want, popular committees,

Why do I say highest? Because they engulf the great majority of
the workers which generally, under non-revolutionary conditions, you
find neither in trade unions nor in political parties. Direct self-organiza
tion through a workers' council type of self-organization of the class
is the highest form, not because I have .a theoretical or ideological or
moral or sentimental predilection for them-which of course I have
but for the simple, objective reason: they organize a much higher
percentage of the workers and the exploited masses. Under normal
conditions, unrestricted by bureaucratic apparatuses and leadership
they should organize up to 90 to 95 percent of the exploited masses,
which you never find in trade unions and political parties. So they are
the highest form of self organization.

Furthermore, there is absolutely no contradiction between the
separate organizations of revolutionary vanguard militants and their
participation in the mass organizations of the working class. On the
contrary, history generally confirms that the more conscious and the
better you are organized in vanguard organizations, the more construe
tively you operate in the mass organizations of the working class. This
means that you have to avoid the theoretical underpinnings of sec
tarianism, that you have to respect workers democracy, socialist
democracy, soviet or workers' councils or popular councils.'. democ
racy, in a very thorough way. But this being said, there is no contra-

. diction whatsoever. Again, the only right you claim for yourself inside
the unions, inside the mass parties, inside the soviets, is to be a more
devoted, a more energetic, a more dedicated, a more courageous, a
more lucid, a more self-denying builder of the unions, builder of the
mass parties, builder of the soviets, defender of the general interests
of the working class, without attributing to yourself any special
privilege towards your fellow workers, except the right to try to con-
~ncethem. .

Our stance for working class democracy, for socialist democracy,
for socialist pluralism, is based on a programmatic understanding that
there are no contradictions between the interests of communists van-,
guard militants, the working class and the labor movement in its
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totality. There are no conditions in which we subordinate the interests
of the class as a whole to the interests of any sect, any chapel, any
separate organization. It is out of a theoretical understanding of that
truth that we can fight enthusiastically, that we can fight with devo
tion, and with deep understanding for the workers united front,for a
policy of unification of all different tendencies of the labor move
ment and the working class for common goals, because we believe
that the victory of socialism is impossible without the victory of the
fight for these common goals.

There is .also a basic theoretical underpinning of this stance. We
do not believe that Marxism is a full, final doctrine, dogma, or Wel
tanschauung. We do not believe that the Marxist program, which em
bodies the continuity of the experience of the actual class struggle
and real revolutions of the last one hunderd and fifty years, is a defi
nitely closed book. If you would believe that, then the best revolu
tionary Marxist would be a parrot who would just read by memory,
or expect the answer having fed all these lessons into a computer.
For us, Marxism is always open because there are always new experi
ences, there are always new facts, including facts about the past, which
have to be incorporated in the corpus of scientific socialism. Marxism
is always open, always critical, always self-critical.

It is not by accident that when Marx was called to answer the
question in a drawing room game, "What is your main life dictum?" he
gave as the answer, "De omnibus est dubitandum" ("You have to doubt
about everything"). This is really the opposite attitude of the one
which is so often stupidly and foolishly attributed to Marx, that he was
building a-new-religion without God. The spirit to ..doubt everything
and to put into question everything that you yourself have said is the
very opposite of religion and of dogma. Marxists believe that there are
no eternal truths, and no people who know everything. The second
stanza of our common anthem, The Internationale, starts with the
wonderful words, in French:

II n'y a pas de sauveur supreme
Ni Dieu, ni Cesar, ni tribun,
Producteur sauvons - nous nous memes
De'cre'tons le salut commun.

In German it is even clearer
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Es rettet uns Kein hoh'res Wesen,
Kein Gott, Kein Kaiser, Kein Tribun
Uns aus dem Elend zu erlosen,
Konnen wir nur selber tun.

Only the whole mass of the producers can emancipate themselves. There
is no God, no Caesar, no unfailing Central Committee, no unfailing
Chairman, no unfailing General Secretary or First Secretary who can
substitute for the collective efforts of the class. That is why we try
simultaneously to build vanguard organizations and mass organizations.

You cannot trick the working class or "lead" the working class to
do something which it does not want to do. You have to convince the
working class. You have' to help the working class understand collec
tively and massively the need for a socialist transformation of society,
for the socialist revolution. That is the dialectical relationship between
the vanguard party and the mass self-organization of the working class.
And that is why for us, socialist pluralism, the debate, even when it
takes an unhealthy and unhappy form of factionalism and bickering
which gets on the nerves of all serious militants (I completely sympa
thize with them, because it is largely a waste of time), is an unavoid
able price to be paid for keeping up that self-critical process. If nobody
is, in advance, in possession of the whole truth and nothing but the
truth, if each situation has always to be reexamined in a critical way
against new experiences of the working class struggle and of real revol
utions, then of course you need criticism, you need the confrontation
of different proposed solutions, .you need variants. It is not a luxury
just .in order to be truthful to an .abstract formula of workers' democ-
racy, NO! It is an absolutely essential precondition for making a vic-
torious revolution which will lead to a classless society. .

Revolution is not a goal in itself. Revolution is an instrument,
like a party is an instrument. The goal is building a socialist classless
society. Everything we do, even today, even with shorter term perspec
tives like leading the masses in their day to day struggles, can never
be done in such a way that it conflicts basically with the longer term
goal which is the goal of self-emancipation of the working class, and
self-emancipation of all the exploited, by building a classless society
without exploitation, without oppression, without violence of men
and women against each other. Socialist democracy is not a luxury but
an absolute, essential necessity for overthrowing capitalism and build
ing socialism, Let me give two examples.
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We understand today the functional aspect of socialist democ
racy in post-capitalist society (the societies of eastern Europe, the
Soviet Union, China, Vietnam and Cuba). Without socialist plura
listic democracy you cannot find correct solutions for the basic prob
lems of socialist planning. No party can substitute for the mass of the
people to determine what the mass of the people want as priorities
in the form of consumption, the division between the consumption
fund and the investment fund, between individual and collective
consumption, between the productive and the unproductive consump
tion funds, between the productive and unproductive investment fund,
and so forth. Nobody can do that. To believe otherwise is again a
Utopian daydream.

And if the mass of the people do not accept your choice of
priorities, no power ~n earth, even the biggest terror of Stalin, can force
them to do the one key thing that you need to build socialism: have
a constructive, creative, and convinced participation in the production
process. There is one form of opposition that the bureaucracy has not
succeeded in crushing. It is becoming bigger and bigger: the opposi
tion which expresses itself by not caring about what is going on in pro
duction. You know the famous joke they tell in Eastern Germany:
The journalist comes to a factory and asks the director: "Comrade
manager, how many workers are working in your factory?" He answers,
"Oh, at least half of them." This is reality in all the bureaucratized
so-called socialist countries. No terror can overcome that. Only socialist
democracy can overcome that, only pluralism, only the possibility
of the mass of the producers and the consumers to chose between
different variants of the plan which conforms the. most. to their in
terests as they understand them.

Socialist democracy' is not a luxury and its need is not limited to
the most advanced industrial countries. It is true of China; it is true for
Vietnam. It is the only way to rapidly correct the disasterous effects
of grave mistakes of policy. Without pluralism, without a broad public
debate, without a legal opposition, it might take 15 years, it might
take 25 years, it might take. 30 years, before you correct those mis
takes. We have seen the historical record and it shows the terrible
price the working class has to pay if you take such a long time before
you correct your mistakes.

Mistakes in themselves are unavoidable. As Comrade Lenin said,
the real key for a revolutionary is not that he avoids making mistakes
(nobody avoids making mistakes) but how he goes about correcting
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them. Without internal party democracy, without the right to demon
strate, without the non-banning of factions or parties, without free
public debate, you have great obstacles in correcting mistakes and you
will pay a heavy price for this.. So we are absolutely in favor of the
right to different tendencies, full internal democracy, and the non
banning of factions or parties.

. I do not say the right to factions, because that is a false formula-
tion. Factions are a sign of illness in a party. In a healthy party you
have no factions; a healthy party from the point of view of both the
political line and the internal party regime. But the right not to be
thrown out of the party if you create a faction is a lesser evil than
being thrown out, and stifling the internal life of a party through
excessive forbidding of internal debate.

It is not an easy question, especially in a proletarian party. The
more revolutionary vanguard organizations are rooted in the working
class, the less is their number of students and other nonproletarian
members (I do not say that it is bad to have students or intellectuals;
you need them, but they should not be the majority in a revolutionary
organization). The more workers you have in your organization, the
better you are implanted in the working class, and the more you will
come up with the concrete problems of the class. Within that general
framework is to be placed the functional nature of a vanguard organi
zation for the class struggle, for the revolution and for building social
ism. You should never forget that there is a strict dialectical inter
relation between the three. Otherwise we get off the bent and we do
not fulfill the historical role which we want to fulfill: to help the
masses, the exploited and the oppressed of the world build a .clas~-: .. _..
less society, a world socialist federation.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Question
I think that there was an important and perhaps not accidental
omission that was made. I agree that the importance of central
ization flows out of the question of partial versus general experi
ence and something like a division of labor is necessary because
everyone carr not have a personal participation and accurate
summation of everything that is going on in the world. What I
think is lacking in this formulation is that this summation must
be made on the basis of the science of Marxism. Otherwise it
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leads to the pluralistic and agnostic mess which we see in many
organizations. It is crucial to look at things through the prism of
the collective experience of Marxism in its totality, including
the experience of Stalin and Mao Tse Tsung. If we do not use
that prism to evaluate that experience then we will be back to
empiricism,

Answer
I totally agree with the importance of science for building a

revolutionary party. One of the biggest contributions of Marx, to the
labor movement was the building and developing of scientific social
ism. I agree also with the formula that agnostic or empiricist alterna
tives to science are irrelevant. But you have to understand that science
is always open. Science is based on what I would call optimistic scept
icism, or like Marx said, optimistic doubt. And to quote Engels: The
labor movement, the party, needs science and science cannot develop
if it has not a free development. Tell that to Comrades Stalin and Mao
Tse Tsung.

Question
Where do the members of the vanguard get their class conscious
ness? How can those who are not of the class and, for the most
part, do not share the conditions of lives of those in the class
claim to have class consciousness? Not only that, but how can
they claim to have one which is either more correct or higher than
the workers themselves? How can we decide what is a higher level
of consciousness?

AnsuJer
On this question of higher consciousness: why do we claim higher

consciousness? It is not a theoretical claim. We claim higher conscious
ness because of the confirmation in practice. The labor movement and
the revolutionary movement, are not a drawing room game. You are
involving yourself with the destiny of millions of human beings. Who
had a higher consciousness: those who supported the first imperialist
war, or those who were against the war from the beginning? It is a
practical question and you get a practical answer. Can anybody give
an agnostic answer? Would it have been correct to wait and see? Who
had the higher consciousness: those who said Hitler is not so important
because after Hitler we come, or those who said in 1930,1931, that it
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s vital to fight for the workers united front from top to bottom of
;~ labor movement and, by all means and with all sacrifices, to ~revent
hi fascist criminal from coming to power because he would kill t.ens

tIS dh· . alof millions of human beings? Di e not? Again It was apractIc
uestion who had a higher consciousness: those who opposed or those
~ho went along with Stalin? You can discuss every single one of the
key political questions since 1848 or 1877 or 1917 or 1933. If a ten
dency of the world labor movement has been right on all them, i.e., has
a correct program and a correct strategy, then it can claim historically
higher consciousness. This does not ~ean. that i~ has been right on
everything, but it has been generally historically right, much ~ore so
than any other current or layer inside the wor~ing class. That IS wh.ere
the problem of higher consciousn~sscan be decided'.As to the questIon
of how non-working class members get class consciousness, one must

give two answers. .. .
In the first place, as the Communist Manifesto already pOlnt.ed

out, individual members of other social classes than the proletariat
can assimilate class consciousness through the acquisitions of science
-scientific socialism-and through a practical engagement on the side
of working class and revolutionary struggles. This is a politic~-mo~al

way of acquiring such consciousness, different from the existential
social way. It has to be constantly reaffirmed and reassessed through
practical commitments. It leads to many political and indiv~d~al crises,
not only through pressure of bourgeois and petty-bourgeois Ideology,
strengthened by non-proletarian living conditions, but ~so through
its dialectical opposite, a feeling of guilt which makes such Intellectuals
an easy prey for demagogy of bureaucrats ("if you do not ~c~ept the
party leadership's fiat, it is because you are a petty-bo.urg~~Is Intelle~

tual"). But strict. adherence to the principles of scientific analySIS
and of revolutionary commitment (of the defense of all exploited
and oppressed peoples everywhere) makes it possible to overcome such
obstacles.

But it remains true that a revolutionary organization which is
not deeply rooted in the working class, which has ~ot a maJori~y of
wage-earners in its own ranks, which does not in practice have Its finger
on the pulse of the working class, cannot function as a real revolu
tionary vanguard organization, as a nucleus of a revolutionary vanguard
working class party. The danger that it will go. ~stray on k~y qu~s

tions of working class strategy, not to say politics and tactIcs,. will
grow tremendously. So the real basis of higher ~o~king.class consc~o~s

ness inside the revolutionary vanguard orgaruzation IS both socialist
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science (the revolutionary Marxist program and principles), and actual
involvement in its ranks and leadership of real vanguard workers who
serve as transmission belts of what really happens in the class, and who
have higher class consciousness because they combine correct principles
with the real experience of workers and mass struggles, in which they
begin to playa leadership role.

Question
As an ex-member of the Revolutionary Workers League (RWL)
I would like to raise questions about actually existing Leninism
rather than Leninism on the theoretical level. I lived that experi
ence for many years, struggling for the integration of a gay libera
tion politics and a feminist politics into the life of the RWL. In
that endeavor we were defeated. In fact, it was the gay question
around which the majority of the organization was actually con
structed in favor of an industrial turn by attacking us and our
rights to' raise our position in that debate, by denying the experi
ences we had learned in the autonomous mass movement, by
denying our right to form caucuses of gays or other especially
oppressed groups in the organization. If we are to overcome the
crisis of actually existing Leninism we have to seriously look at
how the oppressions of outside society are internalized, repro
duced and lived in those organization.

Answer
The speaker makes a mistake in analysis. While I completely agree

that you should not .internalize oppressions of bourgeois society inside
a revolutionary party, you have to ask yourself what is the biggest
oppression in bourgeois society? It is not that of women in general and
it is not that of gays in general. It is the working class which is the
most oppressed layer of bourgeois society. Of course, women workers
and gay workers are even more oppressed than other workers. I do not
deny that. But I deny that a woman intellectual or a bourgeois woman
is more oppressed in capitalist society than a male worker. I deny that
strictly on material terms. Prove to me the opposity! Prove to me that
the average workers is educated and developed in this society so he can
freely speak in a meeting like this as you speak. I say NO! He is more
oppressed, he is 'more exploited. And if you have a regime in a revolu
tionary organization where you do not allow the workers to discuss,
where you do not allow the workers to decide, you are internalizing
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workers' oppression in your organization more than you are inter
nalizing the oppression of women or the oppression gays. So that is the
real problem. If you see what the situation of the working class is in
bourgeois society you understand that there is a contradiction which
is not something that can be solved by an easy decree or an administra-

tive rule.

Question
The Workers Community Party (WCP) , as a vanguard organiza
tion, has experienced a profound crisis in the last few years.
This has lead to a recognition that there have been serious errors
in the political line, in the internal organization and in the rela
tions with individuals and forces outside of the WCP. There is
also general agreement that there are a number of areas in parti
cular that must be addressed. But in my opinion the central argu
ment that is going on in the WCP, as in many left organizations,
is the question of power. I am specifically talking about disen
franchisement of women, oppressed nationalities and working
class members in these parties and other working class organiza
tions through the seizure of power by certain elements within
these organizations.

Answer
I will just concentrate on one key question. This is the question

of power inside a revolutionary organization. This is an old question.
I do not say that in a pejorative way. But is is as old as the socialist
movement, the existence of socialism. The main objection raised against
the first socialist thinkers in the 18th and the 19th centuries, the so
called utopian socialists, was in essence the same question.

Men are the products of their conditions, of their circumstances
The circumstances in this society are bad. How can bad cricumstances
create good people who will change that society? This question is
two hundred years old. You can say that this leads to a power bias,
or a competition bias between individuals, which is true. Competition
between individuals and therefore the search for individual advantages
is the essential result of private property and commodity production.
These are the very essence of bourgeois society. And how could any
body in this society be completely free of that influence? That is im
possible. To develop perfect men and women as products of an im
perfect, bad, inhuman society is impossible.
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But Karl Marx gave an answer to that dilemma in his Theses on
Feuerbach. It is a double answer, which is the theoretical basis ·of
my introduction. On the one hand, he said, this contradiction can
onl!,. be s~lved through revolutionary activity. It is revolutionary
activity which transforms human beings in the process of trying to
revolutionize society. You will never have perfect human beings to
build a perfect party which makes a perfect revolution. If you want
that, you had better get out of politics. But you will have better and
better revolutions, more and more conscious men and women who will
build a better and better revolutionary party which will come out with
a better and better transitional society, nearer and nearer to socialism,
afterwards. This is the self-critical nature of socialist revolutions which
Marx analyzed at great length in his preface to the 18th Brumaire of
Louis Bonaparte.

But there is also a second thesis on Feuerbach which I recom
mend, e.g., to my comrades of Spartacist persuasion. This is the thesis
in which Marx says: "Do not forget that the educators need to be
educated." You do not have people who are in possession of the full
truth and who go to the masses in order to preach this full truth.

If you are unable to learn from reality, you do not understand
that the Polish workers were real socialists, independently from their
ideology, because they were trying to install a social order in which
the workers themselves, with great sacrifice, would try to run the
economy and the whole of society in the interests of the working
class. That is essentially what socialism is all about, not whether you
go to church or not. A Catholic worker who wants the workers to run
the factories in my.eyes has a thousand times higher class conscious
ness than a so-called communist worker who accepts that bosses run
the factories.

So if we take these two things together we try to transform
ourselves by revolutionary praxis, by revolutionary activity, and if we
remain modest, if we are not arrogant, if we understand that we have
to learn from the m~sses as well as to teach them, then we can go very
far. I do not say we shall have an ideal party but we can advance very
far in the direction of such a party, but on two conditions. First, it
has to have internal democracy, and there have to be substantial insti- ';t

tutional safeguards against bureaucratization. And, second, it has to
be based on Marxism, i.e., on a clear and correct program on the key
ISsues of today's class struggle, of today's mass struggle in the world.
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You cannot have people in the same party who would shoot
each other, because that is what it amounts to under certain circum
stances, in the literal sense of the word. If you have a wrong position
on Central American revolution because of some weird theory you have
on the nature of the Soviet Union, at the border of Nicaragua you are
confronted with a very concrete question; "On what side are you
shooting?" The same thing is true for Poland. If you have a wrong
position on the Polish workers' struggles, which are part and parcel
of the world working class struggle, you are in deep trouble. You can
not have in the same party those who want to put the strikers in jail
or those who are willing to shoot strikers, and those who want the
strikers to be free to strike and to organize, nor those who accept
a ban on strikes and those who support the organizations the strikers

set up independent from the state.
Such big divisions inside the same party are just not practical.

They do not lead to common action, they lead to complete paral
ysis. I am not for banning anybody in the labor movement. I am for
the right of the Stalinists to exist freely inside the labor movement.
I was against the banning of the pro-grovernment unions in Poland.
It happened that the great majority of the Solidarity comrades were
of the same opinion. We do not want to ban anybody inside the labor
movement. Full freedom, but not in the same party. Those who do not
agree on the basic program, let them build their own party. That is
their right. So you need a programmatic discussion and programmatic
clarification on the key questions of the class struggle in the world
today before you can build a revolutionary party.
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